Abstract-Recommender systems have a goal to make personalized recommendations by using filtering algorithms. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most popular techniques for recommender systems. As usual, huge number of the datasets on the Internet increase the amount of time to work on data. This challenge enforces people to improve better algorithms for processing data with user preferences and recommending the most appropriate item to the users. In this paper, we analyze CF algorithms and present results for combined user-based/item-based CF algorithms for different size of datasets. Our goal is to show combined solution results using Loglikelihood, Spearman, Tanimoto and Pearson algorithms. The contribution is to describe which user based CF algorithms and user/item based combined CF algorithms perform better according to dataset, sparsity, execution time and k-neighborhood values.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, installation of recommender systems in information filtering applications and e-commerce applications is the most common applied system to offer alternative products to their customers. In the near term, search engines will increasingly incorporate simple recommender technologies to handle approximate queries. Furthermore, the recommender industry will be larger, and recommender technologies will be more pervasive than the search industry and search technology in the long term.
In order to make good decisions in any situation, it is necessary to possess a certain sufficient amount of data. Recommender systems suggest items of interest to users based on available information such as previous transactions, the transactions of other users, and features of the items themselves. Personalization technologies and recommender systems help to provide personalized suggestions regarding which information is the most relevant to users. If users offer their feedback on purchased or consumed items, the task of recommender systems is to predict user preferences for the yet unseen items based on user's prior feedback and activities and, subsequently, to recommend the item(s) with the highest estimated relevance to the user.
Collaborative filtering is one of the most popular techniques in the recommender systems. Collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms supply suggestions to a user by the help of other users with similar opinions. This kind of collaborative filtering based recommender system brings mutual benefits to users and the operators in the web environments. For example, e-commerce sites use recommender systems to increase sales while users benefit by finding anything related with their interests without wasting their time. Good recommender systems help a user by providing recommendations based on his/her preferences to make decision easily.
The challenges for recommendation algorithms expand to three key dimensions, identified as sparsity, scalability and cold-start [1] .
• Sparsity: The sparsity problem occurs when transactional or feedback data is sparse and insufficient for identifying neighbors. It is a major issue limiting the quality of recommendations and the applicability of collaborative filtering in general.
• Scalability: Recommendation algorithms seem to be efficient in filtering items that are interesting to users. However, they require computations that are very expensive and grow non-linearly with the number of users and items in a database. Therefore, in order to bring recommendation algorithms successfully on the web, and succeed in providing recommendations with acceptable delay, sophisticated data structures and advanced, scalable architectures are required.
• Cold Start: An item cannot be recommended unless it has been rated by a substantial number of users. This problem applies to new and obscure items and is particularly detrimental to users with collective taste [1] . Likewise, a new user has to rate a sufficient number of items before the recommendation algorithm is able to provide reliable and accurate recommendations.
In this paper, there are two major steps that are followed. Firstly, we analyze user based CF algorithms and compare them by the change of neighborhood values and dataset sizes. According to this comparison, the user based CF algorithms can be chosen for the custom dataset. Besides, we draw a conclusion about which algorithms work better in which cases by calculating the margin of the error. In some conditions, a combination of user-based/item-based algorithms can give better results. For the second step, we execute user-based and item-based CF algorithms one after another to obtain a more suitable recommendation for target user. Then, the results are compared for acquiring productive solutions for different dataset sizes.
II. RELATED WORK
Recommender systems are usually classified into three categories based on recommendation approach: contentbased, collaborative, and hybrid approaches. Content-based filtering systems use data about the items and information related to target user. Collaborative filtering systems do not use data about the content of the items, they make recommendations to the target user using information about a set of users and their relation with the item. These systems accumulate preferences, and then use them to predict the preference of a particular user for the target items such as movies, music CDs, books or web pages. Hybrid recommender systems combine content-based and collaborative methods in several different ways [2] .
Recommendation systems provide personalized suggestions which increase the probability of customer to make purchase. This is especially important in markets where the variety of choices is large and the taste of customers is considerable. GroupLens Research 1 built MovieLens as an experimental platform to allow them to study these areas in ways that help real people with real needs. MovieLens is a typical CF system that collects movie preferences from users and then groups users with similar tastes.
III. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING APPROACH AND ALGORITHM DEFINITIONS
Collaborative filtering systems are classified based on the nature of their algorithmic technique into memory-based and model-based approaches [3] . Model-based techniques use previous user activities to first learn a predictive model (typically using some statistical or machine-learning methods), which is then used to make recommendations. Memorybased algorithms, which we apply in this paper, utilize the entire user-item database to generate a prediction. These systems employ statistical techniques to find a set of users, known as neighbors, that have a history of agreeing with the target user (i.e., they either rate different items similarly or they tend to buy similar sets of items). Once a neighborhood of users is formed, these systems use different algorithms to combine the preferences of neighbors to produce a prediction or top-N recommendation for the active user. The techniques, also known as nearest-neighbor or user-based collaborative filtering are more popular and widely used in practice [4] . There are different methods that can be applied to compute similarity or weight between users (or items) like similarity computation, prediction and recommendation computation, top N recommendations [5] . There are some limitations for the memory based CF techniques. For the conditions: a) when the similarity values are based on common items, b) when data are sparse and the common items are not enough to use similarity on algorithms. To obtain better performance measurements for these problematic conditions, model-based CF approaches have been investigated.
A. Metamodel for Recommender Systems
This section consists of implementing core algorithms for making recommendation. As a result of our research on collaborative filtering algorithms we come across the Apache Mahout-Taste 2 which is a flexible, fast and open source collaborative filtering engine for Java. Actually, the engine takes users' preferences for items and returns estimated preferences for other items. Fig. 1 shows Taste's architecture and the building blocks.
Recommender applies a similarity function on a subset of pairs of items (or users) in the dataset. A similarity function usually returns a value between 0 and 1, with 1 representing two completely similar items and 0 completely dissimilar items. When the Java application requests a few recommendations for a given item, the Recommender returns the items with the highest similarity.
Recommender retrieves items and users through DataModel abstraction. DataModel provides methods that count the total number of users, total number of items, number of users that prefer a certain item, and any more functions.
B. Algorithm Definitions 1) Prediction Algorithm:
Typical example of this CF approach is neighborhood based CF. The neighborhoodbased algorithm calculates the similarity between two users or items which produces a prediction for the user taking the weighted average of all the ratings.
In user-based algorithm, prediction p a,i of an active user on target item is given by:
When generating predictions from the nearest neighbors, neighbors can be weighted based on their distance to the There are several algorithms which will be explained in the next chapter as Pearson Correlation Similarity, Spearman Correlation Similarity, Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity, Loglikelihood Similarity and Euclidean Distance Similarity that have been used to compute similarities between users. Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity and Loglikelihood Similarity algorithms are common for user based and item based CF approaches.
2) User Based Collaborative Filtering Algorithms: User based collaborative filtering predicts a test user's rating with the help of users' rating information having similar interest.
Pearson Correlation Similarity: The correlation between two variables reflects the degree to which the variables are related. The most common measure of correlation is the Pearson Product Moment Correlation (called Pearson's correlation for short). For user-based Pearson correlation algorithm,
where i ∈ I summations of users' ratings named as u and v [5] . Spearman Correlation Similarity: Spearman's correlation algorithm is applied by using rank of ratings. It also measures the strength of relationship between two variables [6] . If the dataset has not a normalized distribution, Spearman can give better results than Pearson correlation. The Spearman correlation is calculated as in (3) .
Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity: Tanimoto coefficient denotes the ratio of intersections for two different datasets. This approach is mostly used for sparse datasets. Tanimoto coefficient is
where X and Y defines the elements in datasets.
Loglikelihood Similarity: Likelihood function represents a function of the unknown parameter Θ given the data y. For many applications involving likelihood functions, it is more convenient to work in terms of the natural logarithm of the likelihood function, called the loglikelihood:
3) Item Based Collaborative Filtering Algorithms: Item based collaborative filtering uses ratings of items to find item based similarities. In this approach, we should search an item-item matrix for active users who rated these items to find relationship between them. To calculate similarity between items, users who rated both items are isolated and a similarity computation algorithm is applied.
Euclidean Distance Similarity: This algorithm computes Euclidean Distance between each item's preference vector. The shorter the distance between these vectors is, the greater the similarity is. Euclidean Distance between two of such vectors can now be computed and used as a measure of their similarity. The formula for computing the Euclidean Distance between two vectors i and j equals to the root of the sum of squared differences between coordinates of a pair of vectors as shown in (6) .
Euclidean Distance Similarity calculates (6) as similarity value for each pair of items and then returns
which results in a value between 0 and 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR COLLABORATIVE FILTERING ALGORITHMS
This part basically considers and analyzes the results of varying different parameters in a more sophisticated user based CF algorithms. We illustrate our test results with different datasets which are supplied from Movielens Research Website 3 to evaluate variants of user-based recommendation algorithms.
A. Dataset
MovieLens has three available datasets:
• 100,000 ratings (1-5) for 1682 movies by 943 users (100K dataset which we used it in the first step of our experiments). Each user has rated at least 20 movies. Users and items are numbered consecutively from 1. The data is randomly ordered. There is a tab separated list of user id|item id|rating|timestamp in the dataset.
• 1 million ratings (1-5) for 3900 movies by 6040 users (1M dataset which is used also for a second step in our experiments) In this paper, we used memory-based CF algorithms. The categories of memory-based CF algorithms are correlation similarity algorithms such as Pearson Correlation and Spearman Correlation Similarity, top N recommendation algorithms such as Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity and Loglikelihood Similarity for 100K and 1M datasets.
B. Experimental Results
Sensitivity of parameters as neighborhood size and the loading factor of the dataset should be determined for comparing algorithms and evaluation results. We use Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as our choice of evaluation metric to evaluate the quality of our recommender system and report prediction experiments because of its common usage and ease of implementation. RMSE evaluates the accuracy of a system by comparing the numerical recommendation scores against the actual user ratings for the user-item pairs in the test dataset. In an analogy to standard deviation, taking the square root of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) yields RMSE, which has the same units as the quantity being estimated. MAE between ratings and predictions is a measure of the deviation of recommendations from their true user-specified values. For each ratings-prediction pair < p i , q i >, MAE treats the absolute error between them i.e., |p i − q i | equally. MAE [4] is computed by first summing absolute errors of the N corresponding ratings-prediction pairs and then computing the average as seen in (8).
The square root of this equation gives RMSE value. The lower the RMSE value is, the more accurately recommendation engine predicts user ratings.
1) User Based CF Algorithms:
This mechanism uses user rating data to compute similarity between users or items for making recommendations. Similarity computation between items or users is an important part of this approach. Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation, Tanimoto coefficient and Loglikelihood similarity algorithms are used and showed in the graphics of experimental evaluations.
When the task is to generate a top-N recommendation, we need to find k most similar users or items (nearest neighbors) after computing the similarities, and then aggregate the neighbors to get the top-N most frequent items as the recommendation.
We discuss the results of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for user based CF algorithms according to dataset, sparsity, time and Kneighborhood parameters.
• Dataset: The training data set which is used here is from MovieLens. Datasets which indicate 80% of the data was used as training set and 20% of the data was used as test set in both 100K and 1M dataset. In Fig. 2 , dataset was converted into a user-item matrix that had 943 rows (943 users) and 1682 columns (1682 movies that were rated by at least one of the users). In Fig.  3 , data set was converted into a user-item matrix that had 3900 rows and 6040 columns. At the scenario for results of two experiments, 10 user ratings were picked from test set and 10 recommendations were made by the system according to k-neighborhood value.
• Sparsity: We should note that sparsity problem of the datasets affects our results. If there are not enough neighbors for the target user in the data set then it becomes challenging to predict. When we compare the RMSE values in between 100K dataset and 1M datasets, it is realized that error value increases which means accuracy decreases. The most important reason is the sparsity level. For the data matrix R, this is defined as 1-(non zero entries / total entries). The sparsity level of the Movie data set is, therefore, 1-(1000209 / (3900*6040) ) = 0.9575391. This shows us that the sparsity of the rating values are so high and it affects all our result set badly. It is the same situation, if the target user has only one or two ratings to a movie and no other ratings to 6039 movies; it is undesirable and unnecessary to calculate similar users to target. In this case, many users can be found as similar minded to target with comparing one movie but in reality they can be dissimilar. That's why RMSE values increase in the 1M dataset.
• Time: Time performance is another important issue that must be considered for selecting the best similarity algorithm. For algorithms which their time performance is measured in MovieLens 100K base data set, Pearson Correlation takes 19.76 sec, Spearman Correlation takes 493.657 sec, Tanimoto Coefficient takes 32.328 sec and Loglikelihood takes 31.094 sec.
• K-Neighborhood: The size of the neighborhood has considerable impact on the prediction quality. To determine the sensitivity of this parameter, we performed an experiment where we varied the number of neighbors to be used. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show comparison of the behaviors for all similarity algorithms according to K nearest neighborhood values under the same conditions. There is majorly one difference between Fig. 2 and Fig.  3 . k-neighborhood value increases in Fig. 3 because of the ascending number of users.
In Fig. 2 , the lowest RMSE values belong to Spearman Correlation Similarity algorithm. Pearson Correlation Similarity algorithm follows it in many cases as intervals for k-neighborhood values between 170-200 or 260-350. Tanimoto and Loglikelihood Similarity algorithms behave more stable than other two algorithms. Interval of RMSE value is generally between 0.95 and 1.15 which is acceptable in many environments.
In Fig. 3 , we realize that Loglikelihood Similarity algorithm results are much better than other algorithms. Besides, Tanimoto comes behind the Loglikelihood Similarity. Spearman and Pearson Correlation Similarity algorithms behave similarly for all k-neighborhood values. Tanimoto Correlation Similarity algorithm has really bad predictions until k-neighborhood value is 1000. Then, it is stable at 1.4 RMSE value as Loglikelihood.
In Fig. 2 , Pearson and Spearman Correlation Similarity algorithms do not return any similarity value until kneighborhood value reaches 110. Likewise, Fig. 3 shows that k-neighborhood value should be at least 900 for Spearman Correlation Similarity and 1100 for Pearson Correlation Similarity algorithms.
C. Combined User Based/Item Based CF Recommendation
For a combined solution, first we eliminate the dataset in the user based side and then, 4 different user-based CF (Pearson Correlation Similarity, Spearman Correlation Similarity, Loglikelihood Similarity and Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity) and 3 different item-based CF algorithms (Euclidean Similarity, Loglikelihood Similarity and Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity) are used.
100K dataset (943 User / 1682 Movie) from MovieLens is used for combined solutions. In our scenario, a random target user and a random movie which is rated as 4 by the target user are chosen. This rating is taken from sample dataset and made a recommendation for target user's known rate. To achieve a combined solution, firstly we implement user based approach to find a k-nearest neighbor for the target user. Then, we create a new dataset (User * Movie matrix) from these neighbors and send this dataset to item based side. Secondly, item based similarity algorithms are applied to the dataset for computing k most similar items of the target movie. After selecting k most similar items, we generate prediction for the target user by taking average of the target user's ratings on these similar items. Neighborhood size is chosen respectively as 10, 50 and 100. We discuss the results of combined user/item based CF algorithms in Table I, Table II and Table III according to dataset, sparsity, and K-neighborhood parameters.
• Dataset: 100K dataset (943 User / 1682 Movie) from MovieLens is used for combined solutions.
• Sparsity: 100K dataset is picked, because its sparsity is lower than 1M dataset.
• K-Neighborhood: In the combined solutions, it is obviously clear that latter approach works much better than single approaches. When we look at Table I, Table II and Table III , it is clear that the higher K nearest neighborhood value provides the system more accurate results for predicted rating. In Table I (K=10), Loglikelihood Similarity/ Loglikelihood Similarity combination gives the nearest rate to the user's preference. Results of Pearson and Spearman similarity algorithms are not reasonable, because Fig. 2 shows that both Pearson and Spearman algorithms need high nearest neighborhood value to estimate similar users. While the nearest neighborhood value increases, those algorithms produce better results. In Table II , Spearman with Loglikelihood and Spearman with Tanimoto give the nearest rates. Pearson/Loglikelihood and Pearson/Tanimoto are following these results right after. In Table III , Pearson Correlation, Tanimoto Coefficient and Loglikelihood Similarity combinations with Tanimoto similarity algorithms in the item based side give the best results in the whole combined solutions when K value is 100. In addition RMSE values of Pearson correlation algorithm in Fig. 2 and results of the combined solutions for Pearson Correlation algorithms can be compared. For 100K data set size, Fig. 2 shows that Pearson Correlation algorithm needs minimum K neighborhood value as 120 to calculate a similarity. After the experiments indicated in Table I, Table  II and Table III questions in overcoming two fundamental challenges for CF. The first challenge is to improve the scalability and efficiency of CF algorithms. Existing CF algorithms can deal with thousands of consumers within a reasonable time, but the demand of modern e-commerce systems is required to scale millions of users. Efficiency is another intimately related issue. Prediction time of a request must be definitely low like less than one second and prediction engines must often support throughput of several hundred requests per second. The second challenge is to improve the quality of the recommendations for the users. Users need recommendations that they can trust to help them find products they will like.
